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Abstract

At the University of Notre Dame, we have been exploring automatic classification of texts via topic modeling and user-generated metadata to support cross-disciplinary scholarship. This effort originated in 2015 from a collaboration between the libraries and the Center for Civil and Human Rights to create an online comparative research tool to explore documents of Catholic social teaching and international human rights law. The library built the infrastructure for indexing, retrieving, and visualizing records while the researchers provided the controlled vocabulary and initial classification scheme.

From the onset, the project team realized there were limitations with current library classification standards and practices. To provide satisfactory discovery for cross-disciplinary content, the group "crowdsourced" the controlled vocabulary task to researchers and students of each respective discipline. Through the selection of controlled vocabulary, initial hand-tagging, and a more robust topic modeling, the researchers provided semantic linking of similar or different concepts at full-text and paragraph level. The modeling disambiguated terms (i.e., the use of child - biological vs. child of God ) and bridged the gap between different disciplines description of equivalent concepts. For example, users can select the topic “solidarity/cooperation” and explore meaningful search results from the two fields about working together to improve human lives. The modeling enables a user from one discipline to...
overcome the problem of nuanced vocabulary in the other domain and, hence, uncover relevant information that might otherwise remain hidden within the context of current classification schema.¹

The project team is currently reconciling issues of transparency by providing detailed documentation on the application of the controlled vocabulary and in the process of implementing features for crowdsourcing data to enhance classification. The paper will present the updates of our topic modeling endeavor, and provide insights on considerations of the scalability and sustainability for academic libraries to support cross-disciplinary scholarship.
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The Hesburgh Libraries at the University of Notre Dame, recognizing the increased need for the library profession to provide more sophisticated and innovative infrastructure, instruments, and tools to support trends in cross-disciplinary research, have been collaborating with the Center for Civil and Human Rights (CCHR) since 2013 to create an interdisciplinary research database that allows users to simultaneously search and compare documents of Catholic social teaching and international human rights law. The team completed phase one of the collaborative work in the spring of 2017; the online resource, Convocate, is now available for scholarly purposes as well as public usage. Throughout the project, the team realized there were limitations with current library classification standards and practices to support such a fusion endeavor. With an awareness of these limitations the library utilized both the domain subject expertise of research scholars and the automation of topic modeling to make Convocate a reality.

Given our experience with Convocate, the goal of the paper is to offer some insights for peers who are interested in similar projects as well as foster a global community to advance Library Science in the new area of machine learning and artificial intelligence. This paper starts with a review of the limitations of existing library knowledge systems as well as current library practices in facilitating cross-disciplinary research. In light of this review, one will note the need for libraries to gravitate towards new classification paradigms. We then present a case study of Convocate phase one work and ongoing tasks that details our own evolving approach for shifting classification paradigms.

Limitations of Existing Library Knowledge Systems

Over two decades ago, numerous visionary librarians identified multidisciplinary research as a significant issue of concern that would shape future library services (von Ungern-Sternberg, 1995; Searing, 1996; Palmer, 1996; Beghtol, 1998). Since then, Library Science professionals have continued to write about the significant challenges that multidisciplinary research poses for

¹ Solidarity is a pervasive concept in Catholic social teaching that recognizes the responsibility to work for the common good of others because we are all persons. Cooperation is a similar concept in legal documents that addresses the need for nations to work together to solve international problems of economic, social, cultural or humanitarian nature.
patrons and librarians in all disciplines (Denda, 2005; Ackerson, 2008; Romanowski, 2016). While there are differences between multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research among scholars, authors tend to use the terms interchangeably when discussing cross-disciplinary approaches involving two or more academic disciplines. From the perspective of Library Science and knowledge management, both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary inquiry pose similar challenges in the description (cataloging) and discovery of resources. The shift to cross-disciplinary research in the academy has prompted some librarians to advocate for the optimization of conventional classification systems or the establishment of brand new methods and technological infrastructures to reconnect people to knowledge.

Today, cross-disciplinary study is a global norm rather than an anomaly as evidenced by the number of investments from universities, academies, corporations, and foundations, as well as governments. Nevertheless, researchers have a difficult time searching for information across disciplines because the terminology is unfamiliar (Ackerson, 2008). The causes of such suboptimal experience may be attributed to historically departmentalized knowledge classification systems and bibliographic controlled vocabularies.

**Departmentalized Knowledge Classification Systems**
Library bibliographic schema was originally designed assuming application for academic disciplines. This structural principle is no longer adequate. Multidisciplinary knowledge production and documents from communities of cooperation cannot be accommodated in a disciplinary structure (Beghtol, 1998). When the entire universe of knowledge is organized into disciplinary classes and subclasses and publications are written in languages catered towards specific fields, finding connections across classes and subclasses is complicated by the very inherited hierarchical nature of taxonomy systems. Von Ungern-Sternberg (1995) pointed out that it is crucial to reconsider the traditional reliance on discipline-based classification and it is necessary to try to solve the problems that orientation has created. This was one problem addressed in our work on *Convocate* that will be detailed in the case study section of the paper.

**Bibliographic Controlled Vocabularies**
A second shortcoming in library classification is the current standards for controlled vocabularies. Denda (2005) has indicated the challenges that libraries are facing to support multidisciplinary research in terms of relevance and usefulness of controlled vocabularies, such as LCSH. Controlled vocabularies are meaningful in setting authoritativeness, consistency, and standardization in terminology but with the creation of new knowledge, existing systems do not always explicitly represent newer territories and interdisciplinary associations that link them (Palmer, 1996). Often identifying new terms for an ever-increasing knowledge corpus does not occur on pace with the publication rate, which has also accelerated exponentially with the Digital Era. Many, such as Beghtol (1998) and Romanowski (2016), acknowledge the efforts from the library bibliographic control world to update controlled vocabulary on a regular basis, but cataloging rules and formats and library systems are out of synchronization and slow to evolve to meet these informational needs.

---

2 Multidisciplinary research is understood to be research between two domains in which each domain remains in its own track. In contrast, Interdisciplinary research is a fusion of two fields.
In addition, the intricate relationships among concepts and ideas across areas are not adequately or intuitively expressed to facilitate productive research. Library vocabularies are not always in sync with the terms used by domain experts in their daily teaching and research. As a result, users who are interested in cross-disciplinary work have to be familiar with two more “taxonomy systems” beyond their native terminologies. Gross, Taylor, and Joudrey (2014) cited a study on author-assigned keywords and LCSH matches against abstracts of OSU ETDs. The results indicated that author-assigned keywords exactly matched words in the abstract 54.61 percent of the time, while cataloger-assigned LCSH correctly matched only 26.84 percent of abstract words; Keyword nonmatches occurred 10.59 percent of the time, and cataloger-assigned LCSH nonmatches occurred 31.08 percent of the time. Although they argued that the results indicate unique contributions of LCSH terms to discovery, one may also claim that it is time to augment LCSH terms with user-centered strategies.

Limitations of Current Library Systems

Over the past twenty years, library professionals have been experimenting with new techniques to resolve the aforementioned issues in an attempt to pave the path for cross-disciplinary activities. The objective of this work has been to identify relationships across disciplines in the hope of easing the difficulties for users in locating related resources. In theory or practice, librarians may have chosen to cross-assign notational access points under the present domain-based classification systems, such as Dewey or LLC. However, the success of a particular classification system at expressing a particular multidisciplinary topic through multiple notations will depend on the topic, the system, and how they interrelate (Beghtol, 1998). Given the current library climate, the number of shelf-ready collections and the massive quantity of electronic resources, this approach is neither sustainable nor scalable. Even more so it does not leverage the state-of-the-art technology to solve the puzzle.

Some suggested letting go of controlled vocabulary and solely relying on keyword searches. Although OCLC (2009, 2011) and librarians, for example, Gross (2014) and Romanowski (2016), indicated that keyword via search engines favored user search tactics, keywords alone cannot close the terminology gap across fields and may, therefore, leave specific resources invisible to users. A simple keyword search cannot identify the relationship between two words. Therefore, under the current technological context and profound disciplinary “silos,” controlled vocabularies continue to be relevant in offering expert-guided discoveries. Even so, because of the limitations previously discussed, new relational instruments to connect concepts are critical to adapt to the change in research and scholarship. Some have created thesauri, systematically defining concepts and relationships, but Qin and Paling (2005) argue that they are less expressive and flexible as compared to machine-readable ontologies.

Gross (2014) cited a 2010 study by Nowick, Travnicek, Eskridge, and Stein. Their study investigated the use of controlled vocabulary versus keywords identified by automated text analysis or word clustering techniques for documents in an online environment. They explored similarities among search terms from users, the text of the documents themselves, and controlled vocabularies. Their findings showed that “the controlled vocabulary terms were better matched to both users’ search terms and document terms than documents to users. Correlations between users and controlled vocabularies were 2–3 times higher [than] between users and documents.
This suggests that, through controlled vocabularies, libraries do provide a bridge between users and relevant documents. These results would indicate that human catalogers are the ideal way to organize documents into a library. However, given the limitations of humans to undertake a complete catalog of the internet, there may be ways to refine cluster-based organizing algorithms for digital libraries.”

Ontological methodologies and semantic linking are two hot topics for facilitating enhanced search and discovery. There is a bright future for this category of strategies to aid in cross-disciplinary research as well. Once concepts and sub-concepts have been mapped and their relationships identified, computers can help point users to the precise information they are seeking. However, one must not underestimate the significant amount of work involved in mapping these concepts and sub-concepts. This mapping requires not only librarians but also domain specific experts and scholars. In addition, this type of practice will need to engage with computers and algorithms to automate and boost productivity.

Authors firmly believe librarians, as experts in classification systems, taxonomy, ontologies, and semantic/linked data, can have a tremendous contribution to influence the direction for solving the problems discussed. However as a profession, librarians must accept the equally important participation by domain experts of various disciplines, as well as the essential partnership with machines for scalability, extensibility, and sustainability.

Libraries ability in innovation in knowledge management determines the profession’s relevance to patrons. The technological advancement is an overarching switch, which has altered users information seeking behaviors, and the changing nature of research has been calling for bibliographic classification systems’ accurate and immediate response to all possibilities (Beghtol, 1998).

Convocate: A Case Study

The Problem as Understood from a Research Scholar’s Point of View

The very idea for Convocate arose from research scholars’ recognition of the gap in current resources for bridging the fields of Catholic social teaching and international law. Previously, for someone to successfully navigate cross-disciplinary research of these two fields, a research scholar would have to individually access the databases of not only Catholic social teaching documents and international law documents but also each individual organizations’ database of documents. In other words, for example, to write coherently about child labor practices in Latin America in light of a strong Catholic identity and formation in social teaching, a research scholar would potentially search the databases of the United Nations, the International Labour Organization, and the Organization of American States for international law documents alongside the databases of the Vatican, and the Episcopal Conference of Latin America for Catholic documents. To streamline this process, research scholars wanted to create a tool that would bring documents from both fields together on one platform for simultaneous searching and side-by-side textual comparison. Beyond this general idea for such a tool, research scholars were unsure of the best methods to analyze documents and store document data, how to manage document permissions, and how to build the backend or user interface for such a tool. Given all of these limitations, research scholars turned to the Center for Digital Scholarship housed in the
libraries for consultation and eventually expanded this relationship to partner more broadly with the Hesburgh Libraries.

Creation of a Unique Controlled Vocabulary

The Hesburgh librarians encouraged the research scholars to use LOC subject headings for document classification. Given the set of foundational Catholic documents of interest, research scholars realized that most if not all documents would be returned for almost all of the possible searches related to the intersection of social teaching and human rights. Thus the decision was made to narrow in on each paragraph of text as a unique search result. Given the detailed level of searching desired, research scholars found LOC subject headings to be lacking in the specificity with which they wanted to apply to texts. Instead of utilizing LOC subject headings for a set of controlled vocabulary, research scholars created a unique set of controlled vocabulary. Initially, they gathered a list of potential terms from common search topics on significant websites and databases, such as the United Nations and the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. The terms from both disciplines were then merged into one coherent hierarchical list of controlled vocabulary. This list was sent to senior scholars whose primary area of research lies in the intersection of international human rights and Catholic social teaching for review and critique. Finally, the controlled vocabulary was tested against the dataset by applying the controlled vocabulary for document classification. Through this last step, holes in the controlled vocabulary were identified and addressed. Besides, some terms were eliminated as they were found to be too specific and not widespread throughout the dataset.

Application of Controlled Vocabulary

Once the controlled vocabulary was fully identified, research scholars read through a set of documents from both fields applying the controlled vocabulary to each paragraph. No limits were set on the number of controlled vocabulary that could be applied to each individual paragraph. In addition, as a default, paragraphs in question were tagged with controlled vocabulary terms. The rationale for such an approach was that other research scholars would be given the opportunity to see these paragraphs on the periphery of a particular concept and make their own decisions as to whether or not to include these texts in their own personal work. Eventually, given the number of paragraphs (over 11,000) and controlled vocabulary terms (over 250), it became evident that the task of reviewing each paragraph for each term was too time-consuming. With the help of both librarians and computer scientists, research scholars turned to topic modeling to semi-automate the tagging process. The controlled vocabulary terms were mapped to various topics from the topic modeling algorithms in order to tag the remaining paragraphs. Due to the complexity of the chosen hierarchical controlled vocabulary, the terms were not necessarily mapped one-to-one with the topics from the computer algorithms. Currently the team is working to create a more automated approach of tagging that will utilize the current dataset as a training module for classification of new documents as they are added to the database.

Lessons from Convocate

Librarians and research scholars gained valuable insights through collaborative work on the Convocate project. These insights have reinforced what many librarians have voiced as the limitations of current library practices and highlighted the importance of controlled vocabularies,
domain-subject expertise, and the use of topic modeling and other automated computer techniques for document classification.

1. Importance of Controlled Vocabulary
While both fields speak about the same concepts, these concepts are represented by different vocabulary or technical jargon. For example, in regards to labor issues, Catholic documents largely use the language of “wage,” and legal documents largely use the language of “remuneration.” Even so, both wage and remuneration can be found in both types of documents. To capture more fully the results that speak about compensation for work, a person would need to search both “wage” and “remuneration.” Moreover, supposing that someone is more heavily immersed in the legal field, that person might only search remuneration. Search results would still be returned in both fields but the scholar would miss a significant number of results, especially from the Catholic documents. Because scholars from different disciplines speak largely different “languages” to describe similar concepts or ideas, a set of controlled vocabulary as compared to a keyword search is necessary for a successful cross-disciplinary search.

2. Importance of Domain-Subject Expertise
The emphasis that academic libraries place on professional cataloging competence leads them, naturally enough, to trust and consult trained and skilled cataloguers to produce reliable and useful records. However, cataloging expertise is not the same as subject expertise, and no cataloguers can be expected to have an equally passionate interest in every subject (Campbell & Fast. 2004). Interdisciplinarity requires key knowledge of the concepts in more than one field, as well as familiarity with theoretical methodologies from different disciplines. Nature above requires that libraries involve scholars of those fields to establish an ontology for exploring topics (Denda, 2005). For example, from the Convocate project, solidarity is a pervasive concept in Catholic social teaching that recognizes the responsibility to work for the common good of others because we are all persons. Cooperation is a similar concept in legal documents that addresses the need for nations to work together to solve international problems of economic, social, cultural or humanitarian nature. In creating the controlled vocabulary for Convocate, research scholars chose to combine these two concepts: “solidarity/cooperation.” By choosing “solidarity/cooperation”, users will be able to explore meaningful search results that reflect the common threads from the two fields about working together to improve human lives. The topic search enables a user from one discipline to overcome the problem of nuanced vocabulary in the other discipline and, hence, uncover relevant information that might otherwise remain hidden within the context of current classification schema. It begs to ask how algorithms might recognize the link between the terms cooperation and solidarity without human domain experts to provide the initial connections.

3. Importance of Machine Automation/Topic Modeling
The quality of information retrieval can be measured according to the degree of match between the user and resources. If tools, such as ontologies, mirror the paradigm of a particular research community, research should be more effective (Denda, 2005). However, during the first phase of Convocate’s development, the team discovered one of the most significant limitations was the arduous and time-consuming task of human creation and association of metadata. While it always will be necessary to train topic modeling systems to develop classification and concept associations, the current level of human intervention cannot scale to millions of documents. It is
clear that automation will be required. Gleaning from existing scholarly research on automated metadata creation and topic modeling, we know that libraries and organizations like OCLC have made progress in this area (Golub, 2006). Caragea et al. (2014) describe an automatic classification method applied to documents harvested from the Web. Danilevsky et al. (2014) outline a framework for topical keyphrase generation and ranking, based on the output of a topic modeling of short documents. The approach of Bijalwan et al. (2014) is similar to what we are considering, namely, "first categorize the documents using KNN based machine learning approach and then return the most relevant documents."(2014) From our perspective, none of the literature posits methods for comparing & contrasting seemingly disparate corpora.

Conclusion

The future of how librarians and libraries contribute to research and discovery is rife with emerging opportunities. Given that libraries are expanding how they can support research and the depth of their expertise in knowledge management, opening to innovative approaches can transform how research tools can support end users. Therefore, as cross-disciplinary research continues to shape future library services and affects patrons and librarians in all disciplines, now is the time to engage domain experts, librarians, and computer scientists to explore new possibilities in advancing cross-disciplinary knowledge creation based on user-centric design principles.

While the initial work of the Convocate project has demonstrated the value and need of cross-disciplinary approaches to discovery tools, it can have an even more meaningful impact by extending the methodology and framework of Convocate to other disciplines. Scaling the capabilities of the platform and broadening its scope of cross-disciplinary content to science, social sciences, and humanities could augment library science theory, knowledge, and practices with computational methodologies for supporting discovery and scholarship. Moreover, for libraries, there is an outstanding opportunity to build upon traditional library strength, such as classification, metadata creation, and collection stewardship, with new values and transition library employees to the knowledge workers of the future. Additionally, as attested in Convocate, this class of work positions libraries as collaborators in the overall scholarly endeavor. The authors hope this paper would call for a diverse community that engages in facilitating the creation and dissemination of cross-disciplinary research.
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